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match the insitu concrete walls, but
Italian Costruzioni suggested making the
ribs out of steel trusses clad in slender 
glass-reinforced-cement panels to the 
same profile and surface finish.

To Anja Simons of Hadid’s project team in
Rome, the changes to the ribs bring several
benefits. “It is easier to make a curved form
using the metal framed ribs than prestressed
concrete. They can hide all the technology 
of uplighters and roller blinds inside the
hollow beams. They also reduce the load,
so the depth of the supporting cross beams
can be reduced from 2,200mm to 900mm.”

Other design changes carried out over the
nine years of the project were less benign.
In 2003, Rome was statutorily designated 
as a seismic area and this required the
building’s structure to be redesigned,
amounting to a full 1,200 drawings. As a
result, several sets of hydraulic pistons
linked to movement joints have been
incorporated into the concrete walls and
floors. Even here, though, the architectural
team had its say. They condemned the 5mm
movement joints designed by Studio SPC and
demanded less conspicuous 3mm joints.

Now, nine years into the project and with
some £20m already spent, progress looks
more secure. After the demise of Silvio
Berlusconi’s government last year, its
successor, under Romano Prodi, came up
with another £30m to cover the unavoidable
cost inflation on extended building contracts.

As Hadid’s Gianluca Racana says: “We’ve
been through all this trouble, but it has a
happy ending.”

Top right: A mock-up of the glazed
roof system of adjustable louvres
and downstand ribs was built at the
subcontractor's works near Venice

Above right: The steel frames of
the longitudinal roof ribs. They are
to be faced in glass-reinforced
cement panels

Detail of glazed roof system
1 Insitu concrete frame
2 Fixed external louvres
3 Double-glazed roof
4 Fluorescent light
5 Glazed ceiling
6 Downstand rib of steel frame
faced in glass reinforced cement
7 Adjustable internal louvre
8 Cable conduit
9 Track for hanging screens 
or art objects

Cross-section through galleries showing glazed roof
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